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CORRECTION

The $10 discount coupon that was sent with your
purchase of the 2017 Canadian Revenue Stamp
Catalogue should have read “$10 COUPON
MAY BE COMBINED with regular website
discount”. e.g. on a $50 website order you get the
regular 10% discount ($5) + $10 coupon discount =
$15 discount off your $50 website order.
.

Dear Collector friends,

The NEW 2017 Canadian Revenue
Stamp Catalogue now in stock. Over ½ of the

NEW

entire printing has already been sold within 2 months
of publication. Order your copy by phone, mail or
directly on our website.
Sign up to our electronic mailing list and get advance
notice of latest internet pricelist & newsletters. We
publish frequent fully illustrated digital internet
price lists as well as the very popular ReveNews.
You can subscribe/unsubscribe to our electronic
mailing list directly on our website. Please remember
to keep your email address current.

www.canadarevenuestamps.com
Currently C$100 costs about US$80. The exchange
rate changes continually and is subject to change
without notice. Please check with your bank or credit
card company for latest exchange rate or call me and
I can quote you my local bank's exchange rate.
Our INTERNET PRICELISTS are an excellent
source for interesting documents, varieties, special
offers and all kinds of other unusual material.
When ordering by phone, please leave a detailed
message. I usually respond within 24 hours unless I
am out of town, in which case I will contact you upon
my return. Office closed Saturday & Sunday.
For the convenience of our US customers Take
20% discount if paying by US$ check, draft or
cash. Exchange rate subject to change without notice.
Prices shown are in Cdn $. It is easiest to pay by credit
card, your card company will handle exchange rate.
All credit card transactions processed in Cdn$.

CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM
Almost 19000 items listed

the #1 source for Canada revenues, Telephone &
Telegraph Franks, Duck & Conservation stamps,
Canadian Semi-Official Air Mail stamps & covers.
Thank you for your interest
Erling van Dam

I WILL HAVE A BOOTH AT THIS SHOW

CANPEX 2017, LONDON, ON
October 14 - 15, 2017 - free admission
Saturday Oct. 14 10 am - 5 pm
Sunday Oct. 15 10 am - 4 pm
Hellenic Community Centre,
133 Southdale Road West, London, ON.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

The 2017 Canadian Revenue Stamp catalogue
ISBN 978-0-920229-05-7

Very convenient spiral binding, pages will lie flat when opened
Now more than 1200 colour images, 214 pages
Many new additions, updated prices, many more colour images.
New sections include Tea Tax, early Quebec Fish & Game
stamps, NWT hunting stamps.
Order by phone, mail, email or
Order directly via our website shopping cart
for delivery to:
Canada - Ontario & Maritimes inc. post/ins, tax $37.66
rest of Canada inc. postage/insurance, tax - C$35
USA includes Air Mail shipping - C$40 or US$32
All other countries includes Air Mail shipping - C$50 or US$40
BONUS - You will receive a $10 coupon toward purchase
of $50 or more through our website shopping cart.
Coupon may be combined with website discount

ORDERING INFORMATION
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded.
Payment with order please, interest free
payment terms may be arranged on large
purchases.
Prices in Canadian $, unless noted otherwise.
MINIMUM ORDER - $25
Cdn $100 = approx. US$80
Rate subject to change without notice.

2017 Canada Wildlife Habitat - $8.50 multicolour
“Canada Geese” by Angela Lorenzen.
FWH34 single in booklet at face - $8.50 (±US$6.80)
FWH34d artist signed single - $20 (±US$16)
Full sheets of 16 + Imprint blocks of 4 available at
face by prepaid special order only.

POSTAGE & PACKING

rates shown are for standard size items.
Larger & bulky items such as full sheets, panes,
collections, etc. will be charged at cost.

1905 Belleville "Certificate of Inspection of
Weights & Measures, Balances, etc". FWM36, 39,
44 - 15c, 50c and $2 affixed. Early documents rarely
seen. usual document folds - $130 (±US$104)

Orders under $250 - to Canada add $2,
to USA add $3, all other countries $5
ORDERS $250 and up
Registered Mail to Canada $12, Overseas - $25
Registered mail to USA is now called
Expresspost - $25 to USA,

Expresspost Canada rate depends on location $12 (regional) or $18 (national)
On orders over $500

We pay shipping to North America,

we pay first $25 of overseas shipping cost
Registered, Express, Priority & Fedex shipments
are covered by our insurance policy.

2017 Quebec Conservation stamp
$12 multi colour “Black bears” by Claudio D’Angelo
QW30 single in booklet at face - $12 (±US$9.60)
QW30d artist signed single - $20 (±US$16)
QW30A $2.50 WWF o/p on QW30 - $14.50 (±US$11.60)
QW30Ab imperf QW30 with $2.50 WWF
overprint - $35 (±US$28)

Dominion Express Frank for personal packages not
over 20 Pounds. A beautiful example with tab at left
still attached. Traces of original gum - $250 (±US$200)

Credit card transactions processed in Cdn $
Your credit card company will convert
to your currency.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Immediate Refund - for items sold out.
Refunds under $10 - will be made in mint
Canadian postage stamps at face value,

Canadian Customers - add 5% GST
Maritime & Ontario - add 13% HST

Items purchased on payment plan are shipped
once payment in full has been received.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

1924 - 74 Haileybury to Rouyn Anniversary Flight.
1925 Saint John, NB hardware receipt on printed
Imperf Trial Colour Proofs - 5 different colours as
private postal card. FX36-2c blue excise on receipt
shown. Each is ±4¼” x 2½” or approx. ±11 x 6 cm.
5 different VF mint, no gum as issued - $45 (±US$36) side. Scott #128-2c green admiral coil stamp (cat $8)
on reverse. I have a few similar items available.
similar, but 4 different (no green) - $35 (±US$28)
Nice and clean used. Unusual - $12.50 (±US$10)
one only, my choice of colour - $10 (±US$8)

FREE - ELECTRONIC SUBSCRIPTIONS
sign up on our website - you will have access to
all our newsletters in full colour
as well as the #1 Canadian revenue stock.

The 2017 Canadian revenue
stamp catalogue by E.S.J. van Dam

The definitive and only catalogue for
Canada & provinces Revenues,
Telephone & Telegraph franks,
1993 Ducks Unlimited
Duck, hunting & Wildlife Conservation stamps.
Miniature sheet of 4
Spiral bound - 214 pages - 1200 color photos
VF*NH - $12.50 (±US$10)
prices include Air Mail shipping, packing,
1924 - 74 Haileybury to
insurance + applicable taxes in Canada.
Rouyn Anniversary Flight.
Ontario & Maritime Provinces Cdn ........... $37.66
Complete sheet of 32
rest of Canada........................................... $35.00
VF*NH - $100 (±US$80)
to USA....................................................... $40.00 single stamp - $5 (±US$4)
All other countries...................................... $50.00
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1994 Ducks Unlimited
Miniature sheet of 4
VF*NH - $12.50 (±US$10)
NORTHWEST
TERRITORIES LIQUOR

STORE - 2 different
liquor stamps. VF
unused, no gum as
issued - $60 (±US$48)

QL119*NH - $1 VF*NH
$40 (±US$32)

BCL63a*NH - $1 blue imperf
block of 4. Gum slightly blotchy.
Very Fine IMPERF BLOCK of 4
with orange wavy line security
Quebec 1912 REGISTRATION underprint. $500 (±US$400)
QR28*NH - $100 carmine
$40 (±US$32)

1897 LAW
FSC9 - $5 blue PAIR.
Rarely seen in multiples
$100 (±US$80)

SL68 - 78 SASKATCHEWAN LAW STAMPS complete 5c - $50
Complete set of imprint blocks of 4 with “CANADIAN BANK
NOTE CO.” at bottom. Very few of these sets can exist as a
complete set of sheets had to broken up to get the one imprint
block from each sheet. Very Fine mint never hinged.
$500 (±US$400)

FG19 - 50c VF used
$15 (±US$12)

FE17a* - $10 unused, no gum
$40 (±US$32)

FWM48a*NH - 30c black,
purple control. VF*NH
$100 (±US$80)
British Columbia - BCL38a*NH IMPERF BETWEEN PAIR in
complete strip of 5. Spectacular Showpiece shows how imperf
between error occurred. They forgot to perforate between the
4th and 5th column in the sheet. Very rare in complete strip of 5.
Very Fine mint never hinged - $675 (±US$540)

ML96* - 25c unused, no
FX53 - 3/16c used Block of 4.
gum, strip of 3 ascending JF.
Used multiples rarely seen.
Multiples are Rare. Ex. Pitblado
$25 (±US$20)
$60 (±US$48)

ML97* - 50c unused pair,
no gum. Multiples Rare. ex:
Pitblado - $50 (±US$40)

FX37*NH - 2 1/4c red
Mint never hinged.
Cat $160 - $75 (±US$60)

MT3-4 - 1909 Manitoba
telephone complete 5c & 25c
without usual faults & pinholes.
Rare this nice - $70 (±US$56)

FSC18*NH - $1 blue
$45 (±US$36)
1936 AP1a - Alberta Prosperity Certificate with 2 prosperity
certificate stamps on reverse. Light vertical center fold. Very
fresh nice condition. Rarely seen because prosperity stamps
were declared unconstitutional and were quickly withdrawn.
Most stamps and certificates were cashed in for a refund
$500 (±US$400)

Newfoundland 1938
NFR32 - $5 green, perf 14 1/4
VF/Superb - rarely seen this
FB44 Scarce 7c brown, p.12
nice $175 (±US$140)
pelure paper, with scarce bulls
eye cancel “Sharples Jun 24,
1874, Quebec” - $35 (±US$28)

FWS15*VFNH - Canada War Savings. Complete booklet
FB38* o.g. Rare 2c brown
pane of 8 different designs + front cover. I broke up a
FX46c - 2c paste-up single.
1868 Third Bill issue. Fresh complete booklet. Most booklets have now been broken up to
This rarity occurs when 2 rolls
mint. Typical centering
FX63*NH- 2¼c Block 4.
meet demand. VF*NH extremely well centered pane with original
of stamp paper are joined
$79 (±US$63)
Nice
multiple
$100
(±US$80)
cover. Well centered panes hard to find - $300 (±US$240)
together. VF used
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Exceptional Third Bill issue Promissory Notes, sight drafts, etc. These early documents are elusive particularly in nice condition. An exceptionally attractive group.
This is the postal history of revenue stamps. Condition is nice unless noted otherwise. These are typically folded and will have some pinholes (pins were used
like staples and paperclips) and not mentioned in the description as this is normal for these early 140 year old documents. (Prom. note = Promissory note)

FB43 - 6c green1875 Windsor, ON.
MOLSONS BANK. Very attractive item. usual folds,
exceptionally fresh - $100 (±US$80)

FB43 - 9c strip of 3, FB45 - 8c brown, FB47 - 10c on 1876 Windsor, ON $1500
sight draft. The 8c is a rarity on document. The 10c scarce on document.
Very fresh and clean - $150 (±US$120)

FB39 - 2c orange on 1881 $42.31 Toronto, ON prom note. Very unusual with
attached "Merchants Bank of Canada" yellow "No Protest" label.
Very unusual. $75 (±US$60)

FB39 - 2c orange on $190 Tilbury, ON 1874 prom. note. Total fee is 6c, but only
2c affixed. It was either short paid or stamps may have fallen off. Spectacular
saling ship engraving - $50 (±US$40)

FB40 - 3c on 1876 $100 Windsor, ON prom. note.
Very attractive design at left and under the stamp you will find the rates of tax
charged. Very unusual - printed on green paper. Very fresh - $45 (±US$36)

FB49 - 30c pair on 1880 Yarmouth, NS prom. note.
30c is Rare on document. Beautiful native Canadian illustration under the
stamps. Nova Scotia notes rarely seen. Very scarce item - $150 (±US$120)

FB49 - 30c blue block of 3 on 1876 $3000 Windsor, ON. prom note. 30c value
rarely seen on document. Nice condition - $150 (±US$120)
FB46 - 9c green on 1874 $106 Windsor, ON prom note with Canadian native
indian with full headdress on left. Very desirable - $75 (±US$60)

FB32 - 50c 2nd Bill issue, FB41 - 4c brown + FB49 - 30c blue on 1871
$3000 Berlin, ON (now Kitchener) promissory note. A very unique mixed usage
1877 Maritime Bank of the Dominion of Canada, London, UK.
£1000 Deposit Receipt. Very attractive and very rare. 1 Penny British colourless note. FB32 - 50c is very Rare on document. FB41 & FB49 are both Rare on
document - $400 (±US$320)
embossed revenue at top right - $250 (US$200)
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Manitoba Vacation Pay
Ontario Gasoline Tax overprints
Seldom seen This section
Rarely seen this nice *NH.
renumbered in 2017 catalogue.
Guaranteed genuine.

MV3*NH - 5c purple VF*NH
$72 (±US$58)

OGT11*NH - RARE purple 5c
GASOLINE TAX on 1c green
Luxury Tax - $200 (±US$160)

BC Duck - BC3d* - 1948
VF* imperf, light hinge
$240 (±US192)

MV9*NH - 10c brown
$80 (±US$64)
OGT12*NH - RARE red 6c
GASOLINE TAX on 1c green
Luxury Tax. - $250 (±US$200)

1903 Cape Breton Provisional
rare NSC4 - Twenty Five
Cents Law stamp on small
document clipping. Horizontal
document fold near bottom as
is typical for most provisionals.
Guaranteed genuine.
Very fresh. Cat. $1500
$1000 (±US800)
FSC30 - $1 “IN PRIZE” red
overprint Fresh used copy.
Cat. $950 - $800 (±US$640)

MV10*NH - 25c orange VF*NH
$210 (±US$168)

OGT13*NH - Rare 6c purple
GASOLINE TAX” on 1c green
Luxury Tax - $250 (±US$200)

BC Duck - BCD4* - 1949
light hinge. Rarely seen.
$450 (±US$360)

MV11*NH - 50c VF*NH
$780 (±US$624)

OGT14*NH - RARE red 25c
GASOLINE TAX o/p on 6c blue
Luxury Tax - $250 (±US$200)

OGT15*NH - RARE purple 25c
GASOLINE TAX o/p on 6c blue
Luxury Tax - $250 (±US$200)
MV12*NH - $1 VF*NH pair
Only multiple I have seen. Note
control numbered from bottom to
top. The pair $1650 (±US$1320)
or will separate above pair
MV12 single - $875 (±US$700)

Ryan RC326, Brandom C350
King George V,100 Cigarettes.
VF used for this $50 (±US$40)

FB15 - rare $1 blue
perf 13½ x 12½. Exceptional
for this value. $180 (±US$144)

NFR51*NH - $2.50 corner
block of 4. very fresh. Cat.
$300 - $225 (±US$180)

FU13 - Scarce $1.37 brown
1941 UIC. VF/Superb used.
Perfs all around. Exceptional
copy - $75 (±US$60)

1868 FB40a - 3c green
WATERMARKED
Clean copy of this rarity.
2 pulled perfs at left.
RARELY SEEN!
Cat. $400 - $250 (±US$200)

1868 THIRD BILL ISSUE
FB40c* - 3c green
VF MINT IMPERF PAIR.
very light hinge. Cat $150.
$120 (±US$96)

1934 Unemployment
Relief Tax BOOTLEGGER
FORGERY QU3 - 15c purple.
This forgery is so well made
that at first glance the stamp
appears to be engraved.
It is rouletted instead of
perforated. Forgeries were
applied to bootleg liquor to
avoid detection by Quebec
government. VF mint, no gum.
single - $150
VF block of 4 - $650

1904 Cape Breton Provisional
rare NSC10 - Twenty Five
Cents stamped denomination
on small document clipping.
Horizontal document fold near
bottom as is typical for most
provisionals. Guaranteed
genuine. All perfs complete &
intact. Very Fresh. Cat. $3000
$2000 (±US1600)

1904 Cape Breton Provisional
rare NSC11A - Twenty Five
QU2*NH - 10c mint NH
Cents Law stamp on small
VERY RARE extremely well document clipping. Horizontal
made FORGERY.
document fold near bottom as
see explanation above
is typical for most provisionals.
normal included for comparison Guaranteed genuine All perfs
$300 (±US$240)
complete & intact. Very Fresh.
Cat $2500 $1675 (±US1340)

1877 MANITOBA provisional
VARIETY. ML19a - 25c C.F. 1887 MANITOBA provisional
overprint & signed “EWR” Trace ML15 - 25c C. F. overprint
stamp #4, signed "A. Begg."
of “L” of “LS” at bottom. VF
1868 THIRD BILL ISSUE
Nice used copy of this rarity.
used
on
document
clipping.
FB52a - $1 IMPERF PAIR
Guaranteed genuine.
Guaranteed genuine.
VF MINT, no gum as issued.
Cat $650
Cat $1400
Cat $135 - $110 (±US$88)
$525 (±US$420)
$1095 (±US$876)

Canada Unemployment Insurance - 1957 Fisherman issue - FU56-64s VF*NH complete set
32c to $1.20 overprinted red "SPECIMEN" & small round punch. Cat. $394 - $320 (±US$256)
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BCL6a - 30c.
Clear “ONA” watermark.
Nice - $75 (±US$60)

NFR21a - $5 perf. 11 horizontal
pair on piece with scarce “PAID”
Quebec 1923 QL71*NH - $20
punch cancel. Rare in pair
perf. 11 VF*NH. Cat $275
Cat. $150+ - $100 (±US$80)
$235 (±US$188)

FX126a* - DIAGONAL red “4
Cents 14” on $5 green.
Very Fine mint - $65 (±US$52)
Quebec 1893 QL55 $30.
VF used - $45 (US$36)

1898 NFR3 - 25c Fresh used
Cat. $30 - $24 (US$19.20)

BCL7a - 50c.
Clear “NA” watermark.
Nice - $70 (±US$56)

BCL14a - 50c rouletted
SUPERB used $20 (±US$16)

NFR23 - $25, p. 12. Cat $325
Very nice fresh copy of this rare Quebec 1923 QL72*NH - $30
value - $275 (±US$220)
perf. 11 VF*NH. Cat $165
$145 (±US$116)
NFR12 - $1 green scarce
“PAID” cancel. trivial paper
disturbance on front. Unusually
well centered - $20 (±US$16)

NBT5 NEW BRUNSWICK
NFR52*NH - very scarce $5 FB16 $2 blue - variety “blob”
TOBACCO TAX. Rare - Value
Issue was only briefly available.
above 2nd "L" in “LL” in
on the right. VF unused no gum
Cat. $156 - $130 (±US$104)
“DOLLARS” - $65 (±US$52)
as issued - $350 (±US$280)

NBT6 NEW BRUNSWICK
TOBACCO TAX. Rare - Value 1868 Nova Scotia - NSB12a
1864 FB15 - $1 blue, p. 12½
on the right. VF unused no gum
Rare 20c rough perf 12½
very light fold. Key value.
as issued - $300 (±US$240) Perfect centering. Superb used.
Fresh. Rare this nice.
Rare thus - $375 (±US$104)
Cat $225 - $150 (±US$120)

OL54 - 70c red with
rare “F.A.B. Clench 1870”
bullseye cancel
$35 (±US$28)

OL57 - $1 with Rare “1870
A. N. Buell Master IN
CHANCERY” cancel.
$60 (±US$48)

Rare 1907 NFR13 - $5
A very difficult stamp. Light
document bend. Cat $600
$300 (±US$240)
NSC24a - $1 vertical pair with
wide gutter spacing variety.
Cat $44 - $30 (±US$24)

NFR17 - 10c, p.12
Exceptional copy, original gum,
light hinge - $35 (±US$28)

NFR17a - 10c, p. 11 unused,
no gum. fresh $15 (±US$12)

1906 Edward VII W & M
FWM53 - Rare $5 black, red
controls. VF/Superb used.
Very difficult stamp.
Rarely seen without faults.
This one is exceptional
$125 (±US$100)

Quebec 1871-90 Law $10
VF used - $90 (±US$72)

FWT11 - 5c WAR TAX
VF mint BLOCK OF FOUR.
2 stamps never hinged. Very
Fresh & well centered blocks
very scarce - $60 (US$48)

1914 NEWFOUNDLAND
MONEY ORDER TAX
NFM1a* - BLOCK OF FOUR.
All 4 stamps are without “.”
after “only”. 1 stamp mint never
hinged. Very Rare block.
$250 (±US$200)

FX63*NH - Scarce 2¼c
cat $37.50. Several available
Special - $25 (±US$20)

FX29 - Major overprint shift.
red “Cents 14” on 40c.
ML96a - VIOLET BLUE JF on
Quebec 1923 Law stamp
Quebec 1893 QL54 - $20
corner crease bottom right,
25c green. Cat. $55 Ex Pitblado
QL70*NH - $10
yellow. VF used. Exceptionally
VF otherwise
$45 (±US$36)
perf. 11 VF*NH. Cat $165
fresh - $30 (±US$24)
Was $50 - $35 (±US$28)
$125 (±US$100)
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Nova Scotia - 1958 Vacation Pay NSV1 - 6 1c - $1.
Mint hinged original gum. $1 some paper adherence on back, but
still some gum. Cat. $432.50. Rarely offered - $375 (±US$300)

FLS2a mint - rare 1870's Queen Victoria Lock label - complete mint booklet pane of 2. No gum
as issued. Copy of original usage instructions included. Superb pristine pane - $300 (±US$240)
VF single - 1/2 a pane (not shown) - $150 (±US$120)

FWS15 - booklet pane without tab of all 8 different designs
FWS7-14. VF*NH. With tab cat. $300 - $195 (±US$156)

BCL23e* - 25c Horizontal pair imperf between - PLATE
SCRATCH at bottom left. See enlargement for hairline at left
Cat. $800 - $550 (±US$440)

FLS2a used - rare 1870's Victoria Lock label - complete genuinely used booklet pane of 2. After
the tax was paid, the stamp was removed from the lock at the excise tax warehouse and was
reassembled into the original pane as required by law. The early gums used to reassemble the
stamps unfortunately had a tendency to tone a bit, that's the only way they come. Copy of
original usage instructions for usage are included - exceptional condition - $250 (±US$200)

UNLISTED 1998 Federation of Anglers and Hunters
mini sheet with 2 different designs “Eastern Turkey
Reintroduction” and “Rocky Mountain Elk Reintroduction”
Very Fine mint never hinged - $50 (±US$40)

UNLISTEDA very unusual mini pane of 2 different adopted
designs of the provincial wildlife conservation stamps.
NSW3 - 1994 Nova Scotia wildlife federation and SW4 -1993
Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation. Possibly prepared as sample
or proof of these early designs. VF*NH - $50 (±US$40)

1928 WEIGHTS & MEASURES “CERTIFICATE
Very rare 1908 Alberta document
FOR THE TRADER”. Very attractive document “CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION” with
with many stamps from both Victoria & George AL17-5c and AL19-20c paying the required
V reigns. This is one of the prettiest documents
fee. This is the only such early document I
I have seen. Includes FWM34-5c, red control
have seen. Document was obviously well
# single & strip of 4, FWM59a-$2 single and VF used resulting in a few small faults as seen
used FWM59b JUMP # Strip of 3 - RARE ON on the scan. Alberta documents are very rare.
DOCUMENT. Spectacular - $300 (±US$240)
$475 (±US$380)

PC4b*NH- 25c wide vertical PC4d*NH - 25c wide vertical
1968 Canada Unemployment Insurance - Complete mint never hinged.
white line to right of "PRAIRIE", line to left of "PROVINCES", no
FU96 - 105*NH - 1968 issue complete 40c - $3.12.
no white vertical line to left of vertical line to right of "PRAIRIE".
Very fresh F/VF-VF *NH Cat. $456 - $375 (±US$300)
"PROVINCES". Cat $75
Cat. $45 - $30 (±US$24)
$60 (±US$48)
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COMMERCIAL AIRWAYS LTD - IMPERF PAIR with “broken
oval” Variety stamp on left, pos. #1 CL50e* o.g., light hinge.
Only a few imperf sheets were produced. I doubt that many
pairs exist. Very fresh - rare combination pair - $325 (±US$260)

1926 FAIRCHILD AIR TRANSPORT LTD - CL11*NH - 25c
deep blue - complete pane of 10 printed by Toronto Star Note
several stamps are printed inverted creating the very popular
tete-beche pairs. Rarely offered pane Cat $750 - $550 (±$440)
CANADA 1897 TOBACCO STRIP PLATE PROOFS on india paper on card. All beautifully engraved
and printed by the American Bank Note Co., Ottawa. All are in pristine condition. Includes:
1/20 lb in black, blue and green, 1/16 lb in black, blue and green, 1/15 lb in black, blue and green
1/14 lb in black, blue and green, 1/13 lb in black, blue and green, 1/11 lb in blue and green.
Each stamp design is about 6" long x 9/16" and total stamp size about 6 1/4 x 3/4"
17 different pristine American Bank Note Company Proofs - $450 (±US$340)

Very Rare Pilot signed - “H. A. Wiltshire Pilot”
CL3-2500a - LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE LIMITED
First Flight cover January 22, 1925 Larder Lake to Rouyn.
Light cover fold at far right. Very fresh and VF otherwise - $550 (±US$440)
London to London flight
cinderella, perf.14, VF*
light hinge. Very popular item
$45 (±US$36)

Elliot-Fairchild Air Service CL9 on Registered Mail cover.
Very attractive Registered cover Kitchener to Red Lake and
return. May 20, 1926 Kitchener to Red Lake June 12, 1926 +
many other cancels including Rolling Portage May 24, Red Lake
May 28 and RPO cancels - $295 (±US$236)

Subscribe now to the FREE electronic
mailing list on our website. Confirm CL41c*NH - Western Canada Airways
your subscription when you receive my
extra row of vertical perfs variety.
website's confirmation message. You Light diagonal bend/fold. Cat $112.50
are not subscribed until you confirm.
$39 (±US$31.20)
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